
Broseph E. Lee 

Brock Jones: Acoustic Guitar/Lead Vocals  

Aaron Larsen: Drums 

Brooks Boyer: Electric Guitar 

Sean Halbrook: Bass/Vocals 

Chris Yost: Electric Guitar/Vocals  

Chace McNinch: Keys/Vocals 

 

As Broseph E. Lee finishes the final touches on their upcoming EP, the group is excited to enter the 

next phase of their career with a move to Nashville.  “We are very proud to be a band from Illinois and 

we know that without our amazing fans up in the Midwest this move to Nashville wouldn't have been 

possible.  Those fans combined with a strong desire to climb higher has led us here, where we can get 

more co-writes, take meetings, and work with the great team we have around us” explains lead singer 

Brock Jones.     

The guys spent the last year opening shows for Dustin Lynch, Cole Swindell, Old Dominion, A Thousand 

Horses, and many more. Broseph E. Lee is setting a high standard for excellence through their hard 

work and fierce “never slow down” attitude.  “This is a very exciting time for us as a band.  We have 

been working very hard to create a brand new EP with rock producer Greg Archilla.  These new songs 

are catchy, a bit clever, and most importantly they’re just really fun songs…We set out to make these 

songs for our fans and that’s exactly what we did.” says Brock.    

With a total of seven members in the crew (including Tour Manager - Mike Shoults), you can find these 

guys working hard seven days a week.  They will be the first to tell you that the last two years have 

been all about being on the road, perfecting their show, and writing new music. As a group, Broseph E. 

Lee takes a huge amount of pride in being able to reach new fans by traveling the nation in their band-

funded touring machine they call “Van Morrison & Trailer Swift”!  

“When I started Broseph E. Lee back in 2011, it was basically just a platform for me and my buddy to 

write songs and play for free beer in our hometown bar. Since then, it has really grown into a bigger 

operation. The line-up we have now has been together for about three years. We started writing and 

jamming as a group in college and we haven’t really stopped since." When asked about the meaning of 

the name Broseph E. Lee, Jones says: "We get asked about that alot…The truth is…Broseph is just 

another word for a brother or a best friend and that is what we are promoting here. We are all best 

friends on a never-ending tour with each other, with our fans, with everyone, so we figure…why not 

just call us all Brosephs!”  

The guys in Broseph E. Lee bring a high energy, rockin’ country party every time they take the stage. 

With the release of their 2015 EP, Fill 'Em On Up, Broseph E. Lee's music has been well-received, 

landing a Music Row TOP 40 Single with "Right Where She Wants Me" (37) and a Music Row TOP 60 

Single with "Fill 'Em On Up" (58).  


